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It’s Planting Season!
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• Remove the terminal growth
at the end of each shoot.
• Fertilize with Bloom Booster
every two weeks.
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Hydrangea
& Peonies now as growth
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is just the beginning. Use peony
rings or tomato stakes & soft cord.

Exciting color combinations in baskets,
patio pots, and gallon mixes. In store now!
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May is Color Month...
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Prune

Check out Blooms Bros Blossom Stop at the Meadows!

Trucks are arriving
seven days a week
and are loaded
with color.
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Blooming Shrubs
as soon as possible
after blooming.
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Pinch Off or Prune
new growth on pine
& spruce now if you want
thicker, denser trees.

“Soil-Less Soil”

What the heck is that?
• Soil-less potting soil is the best choice
for use in pots and containers.
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Water newly planted pots
thoroughly after planting,
sunny pots every other day,
and shady pots every 3-4 days.
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GRUBS IN
YOUR LAWN?

are a serious pest of many types of evergreens
in your landscape. Now is the time to inspect
your trees and shrubs. See us for the
recommended control products.
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Stop rose pests and
diseases dead in their
tracks with Rose Shield
by Bonide. Long lasting
control makes it easy!
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at the Blooms Bros. Shop our
incredible selection of bloomers.
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Boxwood Shrubs
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Check out our fantastic Plant Collection!
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SATURDAY

The Apple House Garden Center carries six
varieties of this durable broadleaf evergreens.
Now is the time to prune and fertilize Boxwood Shrubs
Use Scott’s Evergreen Food

Stake

13

FRIDAY

Bonide Grub Beater kills grub all
season. Apply in spring or summer.

Prepare to make a second pinch
on Hardy Mums.
-Remove several inches off each branch that has grown
in the last month.
-Continue to fertilize with Blooming Plant Foods.

• High quality soil-less
mixes contain ground
bark, peat vermiculite, perlite
and other ingredients that
hold water, allow for
good drainage and
improve root growth.

• These professional potting mixes require
more frequent watering and regular
applications of high quality fertilizers.

See us for recommendations on
mixes, watering and fertilizers.
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